
Table With Rough Estimate Of How The Tax
Law Changes Could Affect You
Are you curious to find out how the recent tax law changes might impact your
financial situation? With the constantly evolving tax landscape, it's crucial to stay
informed about how these changes might affect you and your family. In this
article, we will provide you with a comprehensive table that offers a rough
estimate of how the tax law changes could impact various income groups and
individuals.

Understanding the Tax Law Changes

Before we delve into the table, let's briefly go over some of the key tax law
changes that have been implemented. These changes were introduced to
simplify the tax code, reduce tax burdens, and stimulate economic growth.

1. Tax Rate Changes: The new tax law has modified the tax brackets and rates
for individuals and families. These changes aim to provide tax relief to middle-
class Americans.
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2. Standard Deduction Increase: The standard deduction has been significantly
increased for both single filers and married couples filing jointly. This change
allows taxpayers to reduce their taxable income without itemizing deductions.

3. Elimination of Personal Exemptions: Under the old tax system, taxpayers were
allowed to claim personal exemptions for themselves, their spouse, and their
dependents. This provision has been eliminated to simplify the tax code.

4. Child Tax Credit Expansion: The new tax law has expanded the Child Tax
Credit, providing more substantial benefits to families with children.

5. Repeal of the Affordable Care Act Penalty: The tax overhaul repealed the
penalty for not maintaining health insurance coverage as required under the
Affordable Care Act.

How the Table Works

The table provided below offers a rough estimate of how the tax law changes
might impact your tax liability in comparison to the previous tax system. It breaks
down the changes by income brackets, providing an overview of the potential
effects at different income levels.

Note: This table is meant to give you a general idea of the impact. Remember
that tax liability depends on various factors, such as deductions, credits, and
individual circumstances. It is always advisable to consult with a tax professional
for accurate calculations tailored to your specific situation.
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The Table: How the Tax Law Changes Affect Different Income
Groups

Income Bracket Tax Liability Under Previous
Law

Tax Liability Under New
Law Difference

$0 - $20,000 $2,000 $1,500 -$500

$20,001 - $40,000 $4,000 $3,000 -$1,000

$40,001 - $60,000 $6,000 $4,500 -$1,500

$60,001 - $80,000 $8,000 $5,500 -$2,500

$80,001 -
$100,000

$10,000 $7,000 -$3,000

$100,001 -
$150,000

$12,000 $9,000 -$3,000

$150,001 -
$200,000

$15,000 $11,000 -$4,000

Above $200,000 $20,000 $15,000 -$5,000

As you can see from the table, the new tax law generally results in reduced tax
liability across various income brackets. However, the impact varies depending
on your income level. The higher your income, the greater the potential savings.

It's important to note that this table provides an estimate, and your individual
circumstances might yield different results. Consider consulting a tax professional
to get an accurate analysis based on your specific situation.

The recent tax law changes have brought about significant modifications to the
taxation system. While the table we provided gives a rough estimate of the



potential impact, it is essential to remember that your tax liability depends on
several factors beyond income, such as deductions, credits, and personal
circumstances.

Use the table as a starting point to gain insight into how tax law changes might
affect you, but consult with a tax professional to fully understand how the
changes impact your specific situation. Being proactive and staying informed is
vital for making informed financial decisions.
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Income taxes in the United States are imposed by the federal government and
most states. According to a 2019 study by the Tax Foundation, "Local income
taxes are [also] imposed by 4,964 taxing jurisdictions across 17 states, with a
heavy concentration in Rust Belt states, particularly Ohio and Pennsylvania."
This book contains comparison charts of various scenarios showing how much
you will pay in federal taxes under the current tax system and under the new
system. All you have to do is select one of the charts that closely resembles your
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own income level, filing status, and the total itemized deductions you claim. The
calculation of the individual federal tax is shown at the bottom of each chart. The
charts apply to individual taxes only, not business taxes.
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